


Increase the security of your business environment. 
We’ll show you how...

Security needs are continously changing at a rapid rate.  
Risks are increasing. New threats are emerging. Protecting 
your assets-customers, employees, property and data-is 
still at the core of your security strategy. Every business’ aim  
is to reduce risk, mitigate liability, protect revenue streams, 
and reduce operating costs and insurance premiums.

Rely on Neo Technologies for a comprehensive physical 
security solution that includes risk analysis and design, 
full system integration, and industry leading technologies 
for access control, intrusion detection, fire safety, and 
video surveillance & analytics. 

We have gained the technical expertise and resources, 
that keeps you  up-to-date on the latest security products, 
applications, industry trends, standards and emerging 
technologies. Neo’s experienced  sales specialists and 
technical experts draw on years of experience  and 
training to identify and specify products and solutions 
for the  most sophisticated security deployments.

Save on installation, training, maintenance and manned 
guarding costs whilst having complete security control.

Traditional security systems consist of a set of separate 
processes, procedures and equipment aimed at guard-
ing employees, visitors and facilities. This approach has 
become too unwieldy and costly. Each system requires 
its own hardware, software, installation, oversight, service, 
maintenance, administration and training. Today’s security 
challenges require solutions that are all inclusive, seamless 
and unobtrusive.

That’s why more and more businesses are reaping 
the benefits of deploying integrated security strate-
gies. Less cabling, less hardware, devices that perform 
multiple functions, and reduced installation  costs mean 
lower CAPEX. Reduced training, maintenance, and 
personnel costs mean lower OPEX. Throw in simplified 
usage and faster response times and you’re looking at 
greatly improved overall security of physical and logical 
assets.

Integrated security systems provide single-seat control 
of your entire security landscape, whether you are 
responsible for one or multiple facilities. Situational 
analysis can happen from a single user interface, giving 
you deeper understanding and far more control over 
your security domain.

Integration allows you to achieve more with less 
effort. You’ll need fewer guards to monitor and assess 
extensive amounts of video data, because intelligent 
video does the heavy lifting. Surveillance data is 
automatically analyzed and tagged, sending alarms to 
operators only when suspicious activities occur. With 
real-time, actionable information, incidents can be 
identified immediately and responded to without delay, 
for a more secure environment.

Monitor, control and secure your facilities like never 
before, with Neo’s integrated access control, intrusion 
detection, fire safety, and video surveillance & analytics.



Video Surveillance:

Recording and Management:

Fire Safety:

Analog cameras

VMS (video management software)

Gas Suppression

Network cameras 

Video content analytics 

Turn Styles

Camera housings 

Servers

Thermal cameras

NVR (network video recorder)

Camera lenses 

Hybrid recorders

Control Panels and detectors

Adapters

Asset tracking

Alarming equipment

Video encoders

Storage

Consoles

Illuminators

Workstations

Smoke, and heat detectors

Displays

Client-viewing stations

Emergency ligting systems

Neo’s solutions for all your 
security-related needs

Infrastructure:

Copper cabling Power over Ethernet (PoE)
Fiber cabling Media converters
Racks and cabinets Power cabling
Network switches Wireless device

Access Control & Mass Notification:

Perimeter detection controls
Controllers
Credentials

Readers Emergency phones

Strikes, locks and request-to-exit (REX)

Door-locking hardware Alarms

Motion and perimeter detection

Biometrics Intercoms

Public address systems

Speakers
Boom Gates

Microphones
Ampli!ers

impro technologies
ACCESS CONTROL



Why choose Neo?

Professional and personal: 
We have a strong track record of working with 

blue-chip clients. We build a close working relationship with our customers 
to ensure that their systems evolve to meet changing industry needs. 

Established and experienced:
Our extensive expertise has been built up over many years, so we can of-

fer customers a long-term, lasting partnership.

What does this mean in practice?

One point of contact: 
We provide organisations with a ‘one-stop shop’ for all their security needs.  
Our solutions are designed to meet widely varying needs: from standalone 

branches to multi-site organisations.

Seamless integration:
By integrating our security systems with IT, HR and building management 

In summary:
Our expertise, combined with the quality and reliability of our integrated 

security systems, allows institutions to meet all of their existing and
emerging security challenges.

 www.neo.co.za
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